Hybrid Warfare
– Enemies at a Loss?
New e-journal on the theme of: Hybrid Warfare – Enemies at a Loss?
Our security is of concern to us all. The attacks in Europe are an attack on our freedom. But how
can we protect ourselves? Terrorist attacks, cyber attacks, influence through propaganda – all of
this can be a part of hybrid warfare. Defense against such threats is a task for society and Europe as
a whole.
In the new edition of “Ethics and Armed Forces”, respected authors in scientific and academic
fields controversially discuss the international topic of “Hybrid Warfare – Enemies at a Loss?”
Is our international law still adequate? What new security-policy and ethical decisions will the
EU, NATO and individual countries need to take in the future? Highly controversial topics in the
new e-journal include “Myths of the Hybrid War”, “EU-wide Security Networks” and “Media
Battlefields”.
Oberstleutnant Jan Heymann reports on why he views the training of peshmerga fighters in
northern Iraq by the German armed forces as being a successful mission in the struggle against IS.
Major General Jürgen Weigt even describes hybrid war as a permanent challenge for the armed
forces of the future.
We feel the consequences of hybrid warfare every day. Thousands of refugees are seeking protection in Europe. Germany’s armed forces have been operating in the Mediterranean for months.
Who does the sea rescue operation really help, what is an effective way to combat people smuggling gangs, and what we can do to help refugees integrate successfully? “Hybrid War – A Global
Crisis Close to Home” is the focus of this fourth e-journal special.
All articles and abstracts are available to download free of charge, in two languages (German and
English), from: www.ethikundmilitaer.de or www.ethicsandarmedforces.com. “Ethics and Armed
Forces” is the first international e-journal for controversial topics relating to military ethics and the
security culture. Last year it received the European “Military Ethics Award 2014”. Please feel free
to forward this message to anyone else who might be interested.
Thank you for your support!

Gertrud Maria Vaske
Chief editor
„Ethics and Armed Forces“
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